TR-03 Trampoline
Instruction Manual

!
* Please read the instruction manual carefully and follow it.
* Please keep the instruction manual for your later use.
* If you want to give this product to your friends, don't forget to bring them the instruction manual.

Precautions
*The maximum load bearing is 100 Kg (220 Lbs).
*Only one person can use the product at a time.

Service
If you have any problem or question, please contact us via our service email.
We will try our best to solve it for you.

*Please jump near the central area.
*Before exercise, please take off your valuable accessories, such as glasses,
necklace and watch, to avoid falling.
*Don't put anything in your pocket or on the trampoline during using.

Our Email Address: service@doufit.net
Our Website: www.doufit.net

*Place the trampoline on a flat, dry and well-lighted place to exercise.
*Keep the jumping mat and the spring pad dry.
*Don't jump from the outside or high place to the trampoline.
*Don’t somersault. Or it may result paralysis even death if you land with your
head or neck!
*For children, they can only use it under guardianship of adult.
*The product can’t be used as a jumping board.
*Please clean it with a wet cloth, and corrosive solvent cleaners are prohibited.
*Don’t use this product if you have any conditions or diseases as follows:
- Pregnancy;
- Breathing obstacle;
- Spinal injury, cerebral sclerosis,or acutely swollen joints;
- Osteoporosis, Gout, unhealed fractures or surgically implanted orthopedic
supports;
- Hypertension, heart disease, or using a cardiac pacemaker;
- Using anti-coagulants in high doses.
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5. Attach the handlebar(No.5) to two
extension pipes. Twist two triangular
knobs(No.6) to fix it.

Parts Listing
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If any part is missing, distorted or broken when you receive the package, please contact
service@doufit.net with your order number, we will send the replacement part to you
as soon as possible.
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6. Make sure the bottom of the support
pipe touch the floor steady. Then twist
four triangular knobs(No.6) to the
handlebar assembly.

1. Frame with spring pad

2. Support pipe x 2

3. Extension pipe x 2

4. Knob x 2

5. Handlebar

6.Triangular knob x 6
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Assembly Method
1. Please make sure all the springs are
attached between the frame and jumping
mat and then unfold the frame.
Attention: It is normal for springs to fall
off during transportation. If any spring
falls off, please attach it back before
unfolding, or it wil be hard to attach
once you unfold it. If you already unfold
the frame, and you find a spring falls off,
please fold the frame back and attach the
spring first.

3. Remove a top rubber cap from a foot
pipe. Skip a foot pipe to remove another
rubber cap from the third one. Attach
two support pipes(No.2) to these two
foot pipes. Cover two caps back.
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4. Insert two extension pipes(No.3) into
two support bars. Twist two knobs(No.4)
to fix them.
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2. Pull six leg pipes up and then insert them into the socket of the frame.
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